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MADE WITH PRIDE IN MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

TO WOO A HIKER
Written and photographed by Anna Edmonds

A

ndré is a German who likes to
hike. I wanted him to like me and
that probably wasn’t going to happen
unless he also liked bike trips. In my
mind, bikepacking is so clearly superior
to backpacking that cultivating the
former pursuit hardly seemed a
challenge. I told him that we’d cover
not a hundred miles, but thousands.
That our bicycles would be encumbered
but our bodies would be free, with air
on our backs. That we’d traverse such
varied terrain and climates and meet so
many people that nothing would ever
get old. That his revolting foot blisters
would disappear. Unsurprisingly,
André is also fond of plans, so I regaled
him with the details. We’d fly into
Quito, ride through the volcanic Ring
of Fire to Cotopaxi, over Sangay to the
Amazon, continue into Peru, and climb
from the coast into the white Andes.
We’d cross Punta Olímpica and ride to
Machu Picchu and pass Lake Titicaca
to lose ourselves in the flat expanses of
white salt in Bolivia.
We set off with two panniers each
and treated our Michigan lungs to a
4,000-meter climb by the end of the
second day. We rode past volcanoes and
bumped along through high altitude
plains until well past dark, pitched our
tent gasping and awoke among wild
horses. Our minds wandered, our eyes
got lost in the unfamiliar horizons, but
then we were forcibly returned to Earth
with the sudden intrusion of a deep
ditch (and André’s bike inside it). Dust
brushed off, brake levers nudged back
in place, wheel trued, but the derailleur
and its hanger had met an untimely
demise. We were very much alone with
his disabled bike and so we coasted
some miles downhill. But, as they often
are, most of the miles were up. So we
ambled along for some hours in the
afternoon sun, André considering the
wisdom of depending on a machine
that will, after a few days and without
warning, turn against you in the
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middle of nowhere, and me thinking
how much better it is to avoid ditches
altogether.
Dust kicks up in the distance and Oscar
and Sol ramble up in their pickup.
They drive us well out of their way to
the nearest bike shop, where they’ve
asked the mechanic to source us a new
derailleur and stay late to meet us.
They’re warm and they love bikes and
they think I look like their daughter.
André is relieved and I am too, but I
also explain to him with the assurance
that comes from every near miss that
turns out jelly side up that this is what
always happens on bike trips in far
away places and that it’s one of the best
parts. I tell him that Oscar and Sol will
be lasting friends, and they are. We fill
ourselves with street meats from the
twinkle light night market and pedal
out the next morning, happier than if
there hadn’t been that ditch.
And so we’ve emerged from the mossy
huts of the sheep-skinned cane liquor
borrachos and we’re rolling through
something that might be a village. I
rouse the dogs just enough as I pass
that they're in prime raring form when
André rolls through half a minute later.
He’s out of his saddle gnashing on the
pedals, but it’s not soon enough and
Lobito has sunk a few of his teeth into
the flesh of his calf. We wonder whether
Lobito is rabid and ask about vaccines
at the next clinic. Yes, it’s possible that
Lobito is rabid, but unlikely. There’s a
vaccine, but it’s a series of shots that
must be doctor-administered once
every few days for a couple of weeks.
Rabies is fatal, but the incubation
period is typically not much more than
six weeks, so we plan a party for when
the window’s up and keep pedaling.
I’m concerned that André will be
preoccupied with the possible rabic
onset, but by divine providence there’s
soon a fitting alternative for the times
of idle reflection:
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We’re now 500 miles south, on a steep and rainy descent
near Loja and I’m picking my way down as André comes
careening past me all cajones and skids out in dramatic
fashion. He’s fifteen feet below his bike, rocking silently
and cradling his face, bright bloody rivulets flooding
through his fingers. I pry his hands away, not really
wanting to see what’s beneath. He’s bitten through his lip
and is missing half of his front tooth and all of his incisor.
I trot back toward the peak to see if any potential rides are
coming our way, stopping to pick up a long white thing in
the road some distance above where he’s sitting. My mind’s
not working great but I put it in my pocket and after a
while we’re in the back of another pickup on our way to
the clinic. Folks are sitting cross-legged on the floor but
still somehow there’s an x-ray machine and a few minutes
later a nice woman is stitching André’s lip up while I’m
conversing with the doctor. I produce the tooth from my
pocket and conjecture that it’s André’s. The doctor and I
are studying the x-ray and he’s appealing to the mottled
appearance of the tooth socket as evidence that the root
remains. The mottled area under question seems to me
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typical of x-rays in general but it’s true that the tooth I
have in my hand is clearly still very much attached to its
root. “No, es el diente del perro,” the doctor concludes,
ruling that the tooth is not André’s but rather a dog’s. I
suggest that I might remember it from being in his mouth
and we go over to André’s cot to settle the dispute. I show
it to André and he seems confident it’s his tooth. By now
he’s all stitched up and I ask the doctor if we’re okay to
keep riding and he tells us we must see the orthodontist,
who conveniently lives upstairs.
I produce André’s tooth again – now it’s gathering some
pocket lint – and Ernesto, the orthodontist, admonishes
me for not having kept it wet in my mouth and brought
it to him sooner. Losing no more time, he rinses it off and
with a disconcerting creak the tooth is twisted back into
its hole. Ernesto glues a wire to the tooth, anchors it onto
the two teeth on either side and offers to drive us to get
André a new helmet. We’re sad parting ways and I herald
it as further evidence of the inevitable great fortunes that
befall bicycle travelers and loudly express my pity for the

kind of foot travelers who fail to have the opportunity to
avail themselves of such kind-hearted assistance.
André was all smiles by the trip’s conclusion. He didn’t
have rabies and he had a tooth that his German dentist
claimed was fused to his jawbone and much stronger
than a normal tooth and one, I pointed out, he probably
couldn’t have gotten from hiking. But still I vowed I could
do better. So I planned for the following summer a ride
from Lhasa to Everest base camp:
I knew independent travel in Tibet would be difficult,
so I researched every conceivable contingency. Overland
from Chengdu, a brief tour to get into Lhasa, an escape
from said tour, nighttime bush-whacking to clear the more
menacing of the military checkpoints. Of course there’s
usually very little correspondence between the pixelated
images of Google Earth or lines on the map and the ground
that will eventually pass beneath the tires, and I had no
idea if these plans were remotely grounded in details and
events that might actually transpire. But it was important

to have a plan and it gave structure to the typical pre-trip
mental maunderings. And so when we were thwarted early
on by the Chinese military and made to fly to Nepal, we
found ourselves in a much wetter clime, completely devoid
of a plan.
We set out from Kathmandu towards Jiri with a foottrekking map on an accidental monsoon season bike ride
to Everest from the other direction. Sure, we attempted
to source local information about the route, but never
is the context-sensitivity of words like “far” and “steep”
and “rideable” and “possible” more confounding than in
situations like these. “But we could hike the route!” André
suggested reasonably. But the problem with that plan, I
explained, is that then we wouldn’t have our bikes.
So we’re climbing, climbing, out of Kathmandu and we
weather the torrential downpours in a small, dirt-floored
school room before Jiri and everyone’s curious about the
life that’d have to be so cushy that we’d want to entertain
ourselves by conjuring these sorts of hardships in our spare
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time. And the skies are darker still as we ready
ourselves to leave so they chase after us, asking
us to stay the night. They slaughter a chicken for
us, a rare treat from what we can tell, and getting
naked-scrubbed by a gratuitously large number of
women is the small price I pay for the hospitality.
We’re making our way around the wrong
mountain at Shivalaya, so the shepherds are
drawing helpful maps in the mud with their
sticks, and somehow the whole field has become
a river and we no longer think about drying our
gear at night. But it’s when we reach the village
of Bandar that the greeting committee of village
kids has stopped pointing and yelling, “CYCLE!”
and started asking for an identification of the
two-wheeled contraptions we’re pushing. This is
informative but also alarming, and thus began
the rest of the ride to Everest, during which
our wheels never touched the ground and we
stopped bothering to free our legs of leeches and
we climbed and descended the height of Everest
more than six times but never caught sight of the
famed peak through the dense monsoon cloud
cover.
But by this point André has learned to strap his
bicycle to his backpack fairly efficiently and has
even gotten some of the foot blisters he so loves
to get, so we agree to fly back to Kathmandu
from Lukla and begin the Annapurna Circuit. It’s
decidedly less monsoon-y and we’re even riding
our bicycles for most of it and we agree that the
avalanche climbs and rushing river fords are
definitely part of the charm. “It’s the peaks and
the troughs that punctuate the scaffolding of our
memory structures,” I tell him. “The ensuing lulls
just fade away. The peaks and troughs wouldn’t
be so pronounced and thus so effective if we
were just going for a simple hike.” Apparently he
thinks this is a joke, but it might be that he’s just
laughing at the clumpy diarrhea-like mud splatter
that goes upwards from my butt to my hair, and
we keep rolling onward towards Pokhara.
Most recently we’ve returned from a ride from
Manali to Leh over Khardung La to the Pakistan
border and then to the Chinese border at Pangong
Lake. I’d offered to go on a hiking expedition
instead and was of course concerned that André
would accept the offer. He didn’t, and he didn’t
even seem disappointed that this trip allowed us
to pedal the whole time and walk with our bikes
not at all. BV
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